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Abstract

We propose a Drawing-Frequency based Layered (DFL) Canvas approach to reduce a synchronization
delay in collaborative web applications. The synchronization delay consists of a network delay and a
drawing delay. The network delay is well-argued topic by various researches. We focus on the drawing
delay, which is a primary bottleneck of Canvas objects synchronizations. We introduce the DFL Canvas
approach in order to solve the drawing problem. The DFL Canvas divides Canvas objects by drawing-
frequency. We implemented a collaborative paper editing support system with the DFL Canvas. Users
can edit the same document and share Canvas objects on papers in real-time on web browsers. We present
an evaluation result that indicates the approach is suited for collaborative paper editing support systems.
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1. Introduction

We have developed a collaborative paper editing sup-

port system.1 On the system, users edit papers and

synchronize Canvas objects, defined in HTML5. We

propose a Drawing-Frequency based Layered (DFL)

Canvas approach for collaborative web applications.

The DFL Canvas reduces a delay of Canvas synchro-

nizations and we apply the DFL Canvas to the collab-

orative paper editing support system.

A paperless environment is recently an attempt to

distribute, manage, or read digital documents. Re-

cently, documents or papers are made as digital doc-

uments. More and more digital documents are dis-

tributed in conferences. Companies can decrease the

cost and optimize the work by promoting paperless.

The maintenance can become much easier with the use

of efficient search and structure in paper-based filing

system.

A paperless system is applied to the educational

field.2,3 Students send paperless reports to a profes-

sor. A professor comments on and scores paperless

reports. Students discuss a study or an experiment in

a text chat. Professors and students reduce their bur-
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dens of manually writing and commenting on a report.

Moreover, Professors can lecture remotely.

There are various researches for collaborative web

applications. In the collaborative web applications,

everyone use the web applications with no setup

cost. Moreover, the web applications serve appropri-

ate user interfaces for different devices. Collabora-

tive web applications for editing require a synchro-

nization of objects, e.g. DOM elements, which have

texts, images or so on. The length of delay on a

DOM element synchronization depends on the size of

a synchronized DOM element and a network delay.

The problems are well-argued by various researches

that have proposed Operational Transformation (OT)

based approaches.4,5,6 However, the OT based ap-

proaches cannot solve the Canvas drawing delay prob-

lem, because a Canvas DOM element should clear and

redraw all of the drawings on updating or removing its

some drawings. Hence, We need to develop a novel

Canvas synchronization approach. In this paper, a

Canvas and Canvas objects (or drawings) mean a Can-

vas DOM Element and a drawing on a Canvas DOM

element respectively. In this paper, a Canvas contains

Canvas objects∗.

Some researches propose a transformation ap-

proach to make collaborative web applications.7 The

transformation approaches for web applications turn

single-user editors into multi-user editors supporting

shared editing. We have also developed a real-time

collaborative web page editing system based on trans-

formation approach, WFE-S, which focuses on DOM-

based collaborative editing.8 WFE-S is a system to

edit collaboratively existing web pages, and uses a

web browser bookmarklet for feasible web page edit-

ing. We proposed a DOM elements synchroniza-

tion mechanism on collaborative editing with WFE-

S.9 The existing approaches do not focus on the prob-

lem and our approach described in this paper can be

applied to them to solve the problem.

In collaborative work, users share documents, ap-

plications, and so on. Kawashima and Ma10 built a

collaborative platform, TOMSCOP. Users can share

web documents by using a shared web browser in the

system. The user can communicate with other users

by text chatting with a shared application. We aim

to share and edit documents of meetings, conferences,

or any other collaborative works. Users can add an-

notations on documents with our web application for

collaborative works. Our approach is also applicable

for a web annotation system11 easily.

2. Related Works

We have developed the Wisdom Web Conference

(WWC),12 which is an iPad application for paperless

meetings. A client of WWC gets documents from a

server. A user can read documents through WWC.

WWC shows a mark by touching and holding a dis-

play. We called the mark a “pointer”. The pointer

helps communicating in a meeting by being synchro-

nized with other clients. WWC has the speaker mode,

the listener mode, the free mode, and the pointer

mode. The client in without the free mode synchro-

nizes the pointer. A transition of the page by the

speaker mode client synchronizes with the listener

mode client. Meeting participants feels more confort-

able with the synchronization of the page transition. In

this paper, we propose a new application on the web.

The user can use the web application with less cost be-

cause the application runs on an existing web browser.

There are some web applications or web platforms

for collaborative work. Sols et al.13 propose to use

spatial hypertext layers as the solution for the man-

agement of annotations in wikis. Lo et al.14 aim to

build a web application in which users can get feed-

back on their English sentences. Users edit a text doc-

ument on the web collaboratively, add or delete sen-

tences and add annotations on web application. A web

application tends to show low performance when edit-

ing a document. For example, a user cannot draw on

any coordinate of a document. In this paper, we apply

Canvas API to our web application for improving the

performance.

A lock system is one of the important mechanisms

for a synchronized application. Song et al.15 system

uses a file locking mechanism for collaborative work.

∗In fact, a Canvas DOM element does not have Canvas objects as child DOM elements.
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They aim to implement a general collaborative edit-

ing platform, which supports collaborative editing of

any type of documents by using users familiar soft-

ware. The file locking mechanism is useful to manage

consistency of an edited document. However, the user

cannot edit the document that is edited by another user.

We apply an annotation locking to the web application

to solve the problem. It is necessary that a client can

recognize timing of the beginning of an editing and

the end of an editing. We propose a consistency man-

agement mechanism. The consistency management

mechanism is applied to the annotation locking.

3. Drawing-Frequency based Layered Canvas

(DFL)

We propose a Drawing-Frequency based Layered

(DFL) Canvas approach for a fast synchronization.

Users enable to synchronize Canvas objects with

lower delay on the DFL Canvas. The DFL Canvas

divides Canvas objects by a drawing-frequency. We

divided the most frequently updated Canvas objects

into the real-time layer. Moreover we also divided the

not frequently updated Canvas objects into the muta-

ble layer and the immutable layer, because of a num-

ber of the objects. Fig. 1 shows the overview of the

three types of Canvas layers.

Fig. 1. The Three Types of Canvas Layers.

Users enable to synchronize Canvas objects with

lower delay on the DFL Canvas. The DFL Canvas

solves a synchronization problem of the Canvas API.

The problem is the cost to redraw a Canvas, because

a Canvas cannot redraw just one Canvas object. For

example, when a user adds Canvas objects A, B and

C to the same Canvas, the Canvas redraws all of them

when the user edits B.

We used a drawing-frequency to divide Canvas

objects, because of the cost to redraw a Canvas.

The Canvas redraw is a bottleneck of synchroniza-

tion on collaborative web applications. The collabora-

tive web applications synchronize their Canvas objects

and redraw all Canvas objects when the objects are

edited. The Canvas objects include various drawing-

frequency objects, and a higher drawing-frequency

object enforces wasted redraws to a lower one. There-

fore, we focused on reducing the number of redraws

for lower drawing frequency objects. We divided the

Canvas objects by drawing-frequency in order to re-

duce the number of the redraws.

We divided the frequently updated Canvas objects

into the real-time layer to reduce a cost to redraw a

Canvas. The cost to redraw a Canvas increases in pro-

portion to the number of Canvas objects. To reduce the

cost, we divided Canvas objects by drawing frequency.

The frequently updated object enforces a Canvas to re-

draw frequently. Therefore we divided the frequently

updated objects into the real-time layer.

We also divided the not frequently updated Can-

vas objects into two layers: the mutable layer and the

immutable layer, because of a number of the objects.

The mutable layer has editable objects that are not fre-

quently updated. All of the objects in the mutable

layer are redrawn with updating an object. Therefore

the mutable layer should have fewer objects as possi-

ble. To reduce the number of objects in the mutable

layer, we defined the immutable layer. The immutable

layer has uneditable objects and prevents the objects

from being redrawn. Because of the immutable layer,

users can avoid wasted redraws with uneditable ob-

jects.

4. Collaborative Paper Editing Support System

We implemented a collaborative paper editing support

system with the DFL Canvas. Users can edit the same

document and share Canvas objects on papers in real-

time on web browsers. In the system, we realized the

immutable layer as a document viewer, and the mu-

table layer and the immutable layer as an annotation

viewer on the DFL Canvas. The system can configure
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a synchronization mode in order to collaborate various

situations such as collaborative editing, presentations,

and so on. The system manages a consistency of an-

notations, which are Canvas objects to edit papers on

the system. Fig. 2 shows the system architecture. Fig.

3 shows the user interface of the system.

Documents

Document
Manager

Upload

Download

Document
Viewer

Annotation
DB

Annotation
Manager

Annotation
Manager

Send

Get

Document
Manager

Annotation
ViewerView

Add, edit, or delete
annotations

Add, select, or delete
documents

Synchronization Mode
ManagerSelect

synchronization mode

Client Server

Clients

Push
viewing data

Push
annotations

User

DFL Canvas

Consistency
Manager

Fig. 2. System architecture.

Fig. 3. User interface of the system.

4.1. Document Viewer & Manager

A document viewer, located at the center of the ap-

plication, shows a document. Documents are stored

on a server. A client downloads the documents when

a user connects to the application. Furthermore, the

client stores the documents to a local database. The

local database is an HTML5 technology. There are

three APIs for HTML5 local database, which are the

Web Storage, the Web SQL Database, and the In-

dexed Database API. We use the Indexed Database

API. Users select a document from a document selec-

tor. Fig. 4 shows the document selector. The docu-

ment selector allows users to view all documents on

the server. The document viewer shows the selected

documents, which are fetched from the local database

or the server. The document manager will downloads

the selected document from the server and add the

document to the local database if it is not stored yet.

Fig. 4. Document selector.

The document viewer uses PDF.js to display PDF

documents. PDF.js is a JavaScript PDF renderer with

the technology of HTML5. The feature of PDF.js

is that it can render PDF documents without native

code assistance. Generally, users view PDF docu-

ments with plugins such as Adobe Reader. By using

PDF.js, users do not have to install plugins to their web

browser because PDF.js renders a PDF document with

JavaScript and HTML5 Canvas API. Developers can

apply additional HTML5 technology when rendering

with PDF.js. We apply an annotation viewer on the

document viewer for collaborative works.

4.2. Annotation Viewer & Manager

In the collaborative paper editing support system,

users can use four types of annotation that are pointer,

memo, drawing and stamp. An annotation on the col-

laborative paper editing support system is an object

that is added on a document. Fig. 5 shows annotations

on a document.
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The pointer is the circular, red object in Fig. 5.

The user shows the pointer on a document by drag-

ging. The pointer is synchronized and showed on all

clients. The user can give a presentation or collab-

orate with the other users by using the pointer. The

pointer is rendered on the real-time layer because the

pointer requires a real-time render. The memo is used

to present a text. The memo allows the user to discuss

or revise a document. By selecting “Set Memo” on

context menu, the user can set the memo on a docu-

ment. By double-clicking the memo, the user edits the

text. The drawing includes a line, an arrow, a circle

or a rectangle. For example, the drawing can give at-

tention to a sentence, and revise an incorrect word for

document correction. Moreover, the arrow enables to

connect the memo to a sentence. It is necessary be-

cause of space limitation. The user cannot always put

the memo at a point where he/she wants to because

there is limited white space on a document. The stamp

is a figure or a drawing that is uniform shape. By se-

lecting “Set Stamp” in the context menu, the user sets

the stamp on a document.

Fig. 5. Annotations on a document.

A user can set an annotation to any coordinate on

an annotation viewer. The annotation viewer is on the

document viewer. Users can substantially view anno-

tations on documents. Users can customize the color

of annotations by using an annotation color selector.

The annotation color selector is popped up by click-

ing on the top-left button. A user selects an annotation

color from color buttons or a color picker. The user

can select various colors.

An annotation manager sends the annotation to a

server, and the server stores it to a database. We

use the SQLite3 database. A database table is used

to create each type of annotation and each document.

For example, the server creates a memo table named

“memo meeting.pdf” that is associated with the docu-

ment named “meeting.pdf”. A client sends an added,

edited, or deleted annotation to the server. The server

pushes the annotation to all clients. Therefore, the an-

notation is synchronized among all clients. A commu-

nication protocol for synchronization is WebSocket.

WebSocket is a two-way synchronous communication

protocol. The server enables to push data to the client

with WebSocket.

4.3. Synchronization Mode Manager

A user switches the synchronization mode with a syn-

chronization mode manager. Fig. 6 shows the syn-

chronization mode manager.

Fig. 6. Synchronization mode manager.

Let a circular object that has a text label be defined

as a marker. The marker is related to the client. The

marker represents a client identifier. A user sets the

marker to identify the client on the synchronization

mode. A rectangle that the markers ride on is a mode

change area. The user sets the marker on different ar-

eas for different modes. Users switch the synchroniza-

tion mode by dragging and dropping the marker on the

mode change area.

There are three synchronization modes: the
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speaker mode, the listener mode, and the free mode.

Each client can be set to any mode. Users change the

type of synchronization mode depending on their pur-

pose. For example, users switch to the speaker mode

to give a presentation, or switch to the free mode to

only read a document. A speaker mode client synchro-

nizes positions of scroll, a magnification, and current

viewing document to all listener mode clients. Free

mode and the other two modes are independent and

do not affect each other. However, annotations are

synchronized between all clients even if they are in

different synchronization mode.

Users can text chat with each other through the

synchronization mode manager. The text message in

the synchronization mode manager has a timestamp of

when it was sent. The text message is synchronized in

real-time among other clients. Users can communicate

with each other by text chatting.

4.4. Consistency Manager

We use a lock mechanism to retain consistency in a

synchronized data. The synchronized data is the an-

notation data that is synchronized among clients. An

inconsistency may occur with users when editing the

same annotation. In this inconsistency, an annotation’s

coordinate or text does not match among all clients.

A start of edit locks an annotation, and an end of

edit unlocks the annotation. Therefore, it is neces-

sary that a client recognizes the start and end times

for editing respectively. Editing includes a move of

coordinates and an update of a memo’s text. There-

fore, the client enables to recognize the time by catch-

ing mouse-up events or mouse-down events. A user

updates the memo on a memo update form. The

memo update form is displayed by double-clicking on

a memo, and hidden by clicking on an update button

or a cancel button. We clock the start time when a

client displays the memo update form, then clock the

end time when a client hides the form.

5. Evaluation

We evaluate the synchronization delay of Canvas ob-

jects. The synchronization delay is defined as the

difference of drawing time between a drawing client

and a synchronized client. The synchronization de-

lay consists of a network delay and a drawing delay.

This evaluation shows that the synchronization delay

is rather small for collaborative web applications. We

use a desktop computer for evaluation, equipped with

Mac OS X 10.7.5, 2.7 GHz Intel Core i5 CPU and

4GB 1333 MHz DDR3 RAM.

5.1. Comparison of Single, Full and

Drawing-Frequency based Layered Canvas

Approach

We evaluated synchronization delays by redrawing

Canvas of three approaches: a Single Layered (SL)

Canvas approach, a Full Layered (FL) Canvas ap-

proach and the Drawing-Frequency based Layered

(DFL) Canvas approach. In the SL Canvas approach, a

Canvas just has one layer that contains all Canvas ob-

jects. In the FL Canvas approach, a layer just contains

one object and is created when users add an object.

The DFL Canvas is our approach, which proposed

so far in this paper. For the synchronization delays,

we calculate the delays of synchronizations when the

client edits a Canvas object that is selected randomly

from all Canvas objects. Fig. 7 shows the comparison

of three approaches.

Fig. 7. Synchronization delay of SL, FL and DFL Canvas

approach.

The synchronization delay of the SL Canvas in-

creases in proportion to the number of Canvas objects

because the Canvas redraws all objects to update one

object. There was little synchronization delay in the

result of evaluation, however the Canvas has probably
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much more objects in collaborative web applications.

For example, our collaborative paper editing support

system draws a PDF document in Canvas with PDF.js.

A Canvas rendered PDF document consists of many

Canvas objects. Another example is WebGL, which

renders a 3D graphics on Canvas. Therefore we should

consider how to redraw Canvas objects to avoid loss of

performance.

The length of the synchronization delay of the FL

Canvas jumps when the number of objects increases.

The reason is the size of Canvases. The size of Can-

vases increases dramatically in the FL Canvas. The FL

Canvas minimizes the cost to redraw a Canvas because

the Canvas redraws a necessary object only. Therefore

we should consider the trade-off the size of Canvases

and the cost to redraw a Canvas.

The synchronization delay of the DFL Canvas

shows that the DFL Canvas is fast approach enough

for Canvas object synchronizations. The synchroniza-

tion delay is less than ten milliseconds even if a Can-

vas object has 500 or more objects. The result of the

evaluation indicates that the DFL Canvas extracts fre-

quently drawn objects only, and avoids increasing the

size of memory usage.

6. Discussion

6.1. Number of Layers on DFL Canvas

Our research question is that how many layers an op-

timal number is on the DFL Canvas. The DFL Canvas

has three types of layers: the real-time, the mutable

and the immutable layer, however is not defined the

number of each layer. The number of the layers is

application-dependent because a synchronization de-

lay of redrawing a Canvas is strongly affected by the

number of Canvas objects in each layer.

The optimal number of layers in our collaborative

paper editing support system is three. We target at a

small group in the system such as members of a lab-

oratory office, participants of a meeting and so on.

Moreover, users of the system cannot add complex

Canvas objects such as images. Therefore, the num-

ber of Canvas objects in our system is low enough

for three layers. For instance, professors and students

use our web application to editing their papers. There

were four students and four papers. Three professors

corrected these papers. Papers only include a 300

characters abstract. An average of 15.7 annotations

per paper were added.

We should increase a mutable layer if a system

with the DFL Canvas is acceptable huge number of

Canvas objects. According to the evaluation, the syn-

chronization delay is proportional to the number of ob-

jects in just one layer. Therefore, it should be consid-

ered to divide objects in a mutable layer.

6.2. Pattern in Paper Editing

We recognize a pattern in paper editing on our collab-

orative paper editing support system. Fig. 8, Fig. 9

and Fig. 10 show an editing pattern. This pattern was

often seen in a paper editing.

Fig. 8. Editing and inserting sentences.

Fig. 9. Paragraph movement.
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Fig. 10. Figure correction.

Fig. 8 shows a sentence editing and insertion. Pro-

fessors use the line drawing to edit an incorrect sen-

tence. The line was put on the vertical middle of the

sentence. Professors present an edited sentence by

adding the memo annotation. Fig. 9 shows a move-

ment of paragraph. The professor instructs the student

to move a lower paragraph to an upper position on the

paper. Here, the professor used the square and arrow

annotation. Fig. 10 shows a figure correction. The

professor instructs the student to modify the figure.

Here, the professor used the cross-mark annotation to

instruct the student to change the picture.

7. Conclusion

We proposed the DFL Canvas approach for a fast syn-

chronization. We implemented a collaborative paper

editing support system with the DFL Canvas. We pre-

sented the evaluation result that indicates the approach

is suited for collaborative paper editing support sys-

tems.

The DFL Canvas approach can realize effective

features on collaborative paper editing support sys-

tems, e.g. the pointer that we described in this pa-

per. Users can share their focuses using the pointer to

collaborate each other. On the normal Canvas, which

is called SL in this paper, the synchronization of Can-

vas objects is slow because Canvas redraws all objects.

Users on collaborative paper editing support systems

will want to share their focuses in order to collabo-

rate each other when the conflict of their editing is

occurred. The DFL Canvas approach enables to syn-

chronize Canvas objects fast enough for paper editing.
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